
Why “omnidirectional movie watching situation”?

• Omnidirectional movie has potential to provide the richest 
information by projecting contents on a wide display area. 

• However, the best use of its advantage is difficult because of 
the limitation of human attention process – cognitive bottleneck.

• Research Question: How is effective information 

acquisition for memory formation possible by utilizing the 

potentially richest information provision environment?
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Objective : Finding Appropriate Audio Guide Presentation Timing for Memory Formation when Watching Omnidirectional Movie

Why “memory formation”?

• Memory formation is deeply connected with information acquisition.

Why “audio guide presentation timing”?
• Information acquisition is effectively supported by the use of multimodal 

presentation of information.

• Multiple threads for audio guide and visual contents should affect memory 
formation [1-3]. [1] Moreno, R. and Mayer, R. Interactive multimodal learning environment. 2007.

[2] Kitajima et al. Creating memorable experience in virtual reality. 2017.  

[3] Hirabayashi et al. How auditory timing affect memory when watching movie with audio guide. 2019. (in Japanese) 
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Memory Process: Through these processes, perceived stimuli 
establish links with the existing memory networks in LTM by using 
Working Memory (WM), and as a result, it is memorized. 

What Happens in Working Memory (WM): Segmentation of 
perceived stimuli and integration with activated portion of LTM to 
create connected network for the perceived stimuli.

Cognitive process on memory formation
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Perceptual process temporarily stores 
perceived information and selects its 
fragment for further processes.

Cognitive process triggers 
activation of long-term memory and 
makes sense of the perceived 
information. 
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Modes of Audio guide Presentation Timing
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Mode 2: Moderate Overlap
• Two pieces of information (red and blue) are present at the 

overlapped times.

• Some pieces of information are available for integration (purple).

Mode 1: No Overlap 
No overlap exists for the two sources of 
information and two pieces of 
information are integrated independently. 

Mode 3: Large Overlap
Two pieces of information is present at 
the overlapped times and many pieces 
of information are available for the 
integration. 
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 Appropriate presentation timing of multiple threads of information for memorable experience was sought.
 Presentation timing was categorized into distinctive modes in terms of the amount of memory integration by using multiple information 

sources (Mode 1, Mode 2a, 2b, 2c, and Mode 3).

 Provision of explanatory information in audio with about a second delay after the target object being visually captured was most effective for 

memory formation (the MI condition in the experiment). 

 Provision of visual guidance in audio was effectively used for the participants to capture the target in 0.94 sec.

 Provide visual guidance part of audio guide 3 ~ 5 sec prior to information addition part of audio guide would be 
most effective for the viewers to memorize the contents. 

Conclusion

Figure 5: Experiment environment

3.4 Apparatus

The stimuli were controlled and projected to a dome
theater by using StellaDome Professional (AstraArts,
Shibuya), which is 8 meters in diameter and 2 meters
off the ground, located on Teganuma Aquatic Park
“Mizunoyakata”. Viewing behavior was recorded us-
ing a wearable eye tracker (Tobii Pro Glasses 2) at a
sampling rate of 50Hz. Eye positions and gaze points
were calculated with the 3D eye model and gaze map-
ping algorithms. These gaze points were recorded as a
coordinate on the video taken from the scene camera.
This scene camera has resolution of 1920×1080 and
covers 82 degrees horizontally and 56 degrees verti-
cally.
The experiment was carried out w ith one partic-

ipant at a time. The participants were seated on
a ladder and their head positions were located ap-
proximately 3.5 meters from the nearest point on the
dome theater and approximately 1.6 meters from the
ground. Figure 5 shows the arrangement of the exper-
iment.

3.5 Evaluation

In this study, a questionnaire was conducted to inves-
tigate information that participants memorized when
view ing movies. Since the questionnaire was con-
ducted soon after view ing the movie, a recall test was
chosen to see the differences explicitly. The question-
naire used for the recall test is shown in Table 1.
To make the quantitative evaluation of memory,

the replies from the participants were broken down to
meaningful units using a morphological analysis tech-
nique. They were scored from the quantitative and
qualitative perspectives, by giving special points to
those units related to the targets and the narrative con-
tents spoken in the audio guides (one point was given
to a noun or a verb, two points to a pronoun). Those
points were summed up to define the Memory Score.

Table 1: Recall test part of questionnaire

Please write out everything you can recall about the movie.

If you could write out why you remember them, please write

those reasons next to them in (). If those are phrases you listened it in

audio guide, please draw circle around them.

Example Running cars (came out nowhere, surprised, white)

Movie 1

Movie 2

An example of the replies from the experiment and
the calculated Memory Score are shown in Table 2.

3.6 Procedure

Before view ing the movie, participants were told to
make themselves comfortable and to view the movie
freely in order to simulate the actual view ing behav-
ior.
During the experiment, six movies were presented

to the participants. Three movies (Movie 1, 2, 3)
were for analysis, two movies (Movie A, B) were for
dummy, and one was for instruction. Movie 1, 2, and
3 are the stimuli explained in Section 3.3 and used
to examine the effect of timing intervals on memory.
Movie A and B were used as the first and the last
movie. These two movies were used to eliminate the
known effect that the first and last movies were mem-
orable regardless of the effects of timing intervals. An
instruction movie was used to explain how the direc-
tions of the targets are described using the clock po-
sitions in the visual guidance part of audio guide. It
was presented after Movie A or B and before Movie
1, 2, and 3.
Each movie was approximately 1 minute long,

and 10 seconds intervals were inserted between the
movies.
Considering the order effect, each participant was

presented with a randomly chosen pattern from the
three shown in Table 3. After the participants finished
view ing the movies, they were asked to complete the
questionnaire.

4 RESULT

Analysis was conducted on the basis of the objects
presented in the movies and six target objects, two

Experiment for Examining Effectiveness of Audio Guide on Memory by using the Modes Concept

Evaluation of memory : Written answers were 
broken down into meaningful units and given scores  
(1 point for noun and verb; 2 points for pronoun).
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 Number of Participants: 8 (all males, average age: 23.25). 

 Procedure: 1) Watched omnidirectional movie with audio guide. 
2) Wrote out all they remembered about the movie afterward. 

 Obtained Data: Eye movements, written report for memory, …
* This experiment was conducted under the approval of the ethics committee of UT.

Effect on 
memory 

and behavior

 Participants began to look at the target 0.94 [s] 
(SD=0.90) after the visual guidance part started.

 MI condition should have successfully induced 
Mode 2b, and resulted in the highest memory 
score, consistent with the prediction. 

1. Manipulate Information Provision Interval 2. Analysis of Eye Movements 3. Evaluate Memory Score
Information with low 
activating capacity leads 
-- small read area followed 
by small purple area

Information with high 
activating capacity leads
-- large red area followed 
by large purple area

There is an interval 
between two pieces of 
information
-- smallest purple area
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